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'At only 33, Hayden Cox is one of the surf industry's most successful and innovative
businessmen. He revolutionised design by creating the Hypto Krypto, an initially weird-looking
surfboard that has become the biggest selling model in world surfing history' -- The
Australian'Hayden is like a hip quantum physicist. He buzzes with numbers, degrees, fibre
weaves and parabolas' -- Surfing Magazine'A young Australian inventor who has reshaped
surfboard technology for the better' -- GQ MagazineThis book is about creating something -- no
matter your passion, age or industry. Behind every innovative product there is a creator, a vision
and a story. New Wave Vision centres around Hayden Cox's story -- a young person in business
who started his brand Haydenshapes at age 15, challenged an industry and, through passion,
grit and enterprise, created a global bestselling surfboard brand known for innovative design and
collaborations with the world's best.This book is experience driven and shares the realities, the
lessons, the highs and the lows. It is not an overnight success story nor is it a how-to. It's a
candid first-hand take on nearly two decades of building from ground up, innovation, surviving
through challenges and backing yourself -- with insights and real experiences shared by some of
the most influential names in the business world, from the co-founder of Google Maps to skater
Tony Hawk, the founder Oakley, Aesop, and others.

From the AuthorHi all, this is Sean Michael Wilson, the clever wee lad who made the manga
script adaptation of Hagakure.Recently our Hagakure:manga edition has received two 5 star
reviews at the UK version of Ebook Tops. One of them is by a Doctor Sahal, and is an ideal
example of the kind of intelligent adult reader who doesnt like manga or comic books normally,
but loves THIS book. His review is so perfectly fitted to what our aim was that its like we wrote it
ourselves! (but we didn't - shojiki desu!). One of the main aims we had at Kodansha International
(now USA, Inc) was to add to the growing, yet still small amount of 'mature manga' available in
English. To show that manga can tackle difficult subjects of history, philosophy, culture, etc in a
way that is both interesting and intelligent. 'Of course they can!' is the cry of those smart people
already in the know, but most still don't appreciate this. So please pick up a copy of HAGAKURE:
THE MANGA EDITION and see for yourself. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorSean Michael Wilson is from Scotland, now living in Japan. He is the only British pro
comic book writer living in Japan. He has had many books published with a variety of US, UK
and Japanese publishers, such as 'A Christmas Carol' (Sunday Times 'Best of 2008'), 'The Story
of Lee' (NBM), 'The Book of Five Rings' (Shambhala Publications) and edited the critically
acclaimed 'AX:alternative manga' (Publishers Weekly's 'Best ten books of 2010'). In 2016 his
book 'The Faceless Ghost' was nominated for the prestigious Eisner Book Awards, and has
already received a medal in the 2016 'Independent Publisher Book Awards'. Also in 2016, his



book Secrets of the Ninja won an International Manga Award from the Japanese government -
he is the first British person to receive this award.Chie Kutsuwada is the respected manga artist
of Shakespeare's As You Like It and other works. She has lectured and taught manga
workshops around Britain at such venues as Victoria & Albert Museum and the British Library.
She lives in the U.K. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO YOUNG IDEAS

PROLOGUEIF YOU BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME.It wasn’t supposed to end like this.I am out of
my body, looking down on a 22-year-old, lying sprawled on the floor of his factory with a
sprained ankle. His hammer and nails have bounced on the concrete when he fell off his ladder,
and are now scattered around him. The sheet of plywood he has been trying to erect as a ceiling
has fallen down on his head.As he lies there, the 22-year-old is crying. Everything has become
too much. He’s heaving great big sobs for what a fool he is. He’s feeling so sorry for himself, it’s
overwhelming, because everyone around him also thinks he’s overreached. His ambitions have
exceeded his ability. He wanted his own factory? What a joke! He has scraped together enough
money to lease these premises, but he has no staff, no equipment, and the place isn’t even fitted
out. He’s kidding himself. It’s like the whole world has seen him when he couldn’t see himself,
and this picture of him – a failure, the roof literally fallen in on his head, and he’s crying on the
floor – is how he really is.That 22-year-old is me.But it’s also not me.I had leased my first
surfboard factory in a rush of optimism, when I’d grown impatient with waiting at the end of a
queue to have my boards made in other people’s factories. Having been shaping surfboards for
seven years, but depending on others to do me the favour of finishing them, I wanted to do it my
own way now, the whole process, end to end.Now it looked like this was my own way – in tears,
with the roof on my head.Was it that bad? The situation was as bad as it could possibly be. What
had been a dream come true a few short weeks before had now turned into a horrible,
humiliating nightmare. Nobody else could see me, none of the doubters and detractors were
there to laugh at me and say they told me so; but I could see myself, which was even worse.Had
I overreached? When I took out the lease on this factory, I had packed up my tools and my
materials, put them in storage and gone overseas on a surf trip, with my surf team. I had a vision:
the creator of the surfboard didn’t have to be the person at the bottom of the surf industry food
chain. Every other link made money except, it seemed, the person with the skills and artistry to
create the fundamental piece of equipment. My vision was that the shaper didn’t have to be like
the starving poet or ripped-off painter.I didn’t want to wait years for that to happen, and in my
starter-entrepreneur’s mind, I already had all the ingredients: my own brand, my website, my



logo, and my team of talented young surfers. We built great surfboards that people loved. We
went to Japan and surfed. We went to Indonesia and surfed. We shot pictures and video, we
went around the shops and factories, we caught people’s eye. The sky was the limit. This was
the dream of ‘Youth Rising’, my brand’s slogan at the time: surfing in amazing places and making
boards for kids who aspired to do the same. After the trip, I was going to come back to my
factory in Mona Vale, on Sydney’s northern beaches, and turn my little operation into a serious
business, cranking up production to fill all the orders we would have picked up through the
exposure of our trip.Instead, I had run out of money. The big trip had ended in embarrassment in
Bali. I’d had to ask my team to stay in two-dollar-a-night accommodation. My chief offsider had
left, and when we’d straggled back to Sydney he had blown up in my face, going within a second
thought of knocking my lights out. My team looked like it was breaking up. My offsider was now
my competitor. I wasn’t sure I would be able to hang onto my main team rider. I was damaged
goods.That wasn’t all of it. For three years, I had worked with the owner of a fibreglassing shop
and we’d had big ideas too, of setting up a retail store in Sydney and going on ambitious
marketing trips to Japan. Now we had busted up and were in a running battle over money. Our
break-up was heading for the courts.Could it be worse? Maybe, deep within myself, it was. As I
lay there on the floor, what really got me feeling sorry for myself was the voice in my head
saying, I told you that you had gone too far.I’d started this factory in debt, not listening to my
mother’s warning. My mum was a teacher with a business mindset, a successful and sharp-eyed
operator from an entrepreneurial family. She’d always been there, looking over my shoulder, and
had told me not to indebt myself or take too many risks. Making surfboards is a hobby, not a
business. There is no future in it. She wanted me to be a chartered accountant, like my brother
and my sister. She was concerned about whether I was surrounding myself with people I could
trust. Are they going to be there when you get into trouble?And maybe this was the worst of it: it
looked like Mum was right. For six or seven years, I had been making surfboards for my friends.
I’d never asked them to pay any more than my costs, and I’d made them good surfboards –
cheap surfboards. My friends had had a ball on them.Where were these friends now? Everything
was heading south, and I was discovering that I had no money to start fitting out this factory I’d
committed to. It felt like my friends all found something more important to do, and I didn’t feel I
could make the step to call on them.I did have a best friend who’d lent me some money to get
this thing up and going, and my brother-in-law had helped me for three days building the
structure for the mezzanine, but the rest was up to me. And now look where I had ended up. On
the floor with a sprained ankle and the roof on my head.So that was it. I was on my own.That
moment on the floor lasted, I don’t know, maybe 45 minutes to an hour. A big emotional
meltdown is sometimes what you need. I had been holding so much back during all the battles
I’d been involved in lately. Now I needed to let it all out and realise I was at rock bottom.But if
rock bottom was the reality, maybe it was about time that I faced up to that fact. I had spent too
long talking up my own dreams, thinking the whole world was going to pave the way for me to
achieve my goals. I’d fantasised about an empire, got caught up in it. Now reality had smashed



me on the head and brought me back to earth.There was only one person left who believed in
Haydenshapes.My ankle hurt like hell, but I struggled out from under the plywood and set it
upright against the wall. I gathered up my hammer and nails. I couldn’t even afford a nail gun, but
this thing could still be done. There were ways of bracing the plywood in place in one section
while I nailed it to the ceiling beams somewhere else. I had to get practical and creative. No team
of laughing, chattering, happy customers was going to pop up out of thin air and offer to help.
There was only me.As I climbed the ladder and got to work again, I remembered that this was
how I’d always been when I was at my best: relying on myself, believing that if I wanted to do
something, there was nobody else who would do it for me. It was how I’d been brought up, and it
was what I’d observed in my parents and my grandfather. Since I’d fallen for the dream of
building surfboards, if there was one lesson that got knocked into me again and again and
again, it was that there were no shortcuts – you had to teach yourself. Nobody was going to do it
for you, and nobody was going to back you if you didn’t back yourself.The ceiling was hanging in
place ... just. I had to go around again and put up more nails. But at least it wasn’t falling down! I
was getting excited. Working on my own wasn’t something to wallow in self-pity over; working on
my own was what I loved most. In my head, I was getting my team together again. We would go
on more trips. I was making great surfboards in this factory. I was doing well enough to pay off
my debts, and then we were really going to go places. That empire was going to happen.I got
that ceiling up. Sure, it never looked quite right, and over the next few years, as the plywood
dangled and wobbled over the shaping bay, whenever someone looked at it closely they would
subtly move away, thinking it was about to fall down. But whenever I looked at it, I would
remember that day when it was lying on top of me, when I realised that figuring it out, and putting
up a ceiling by myself, wasn’t the worst thing in the world but the best.My dream wasn’t going to
end like this. It was going to start like this.



Rafael, “A true legend , inspired me all the way , I’m big fun of Hs and the book is just amazing.
Incredible book for everyone who needs a little bit of motivation… such a true men … honest
and super talented”

susan duncan, “Legend!!. An inspirational story and he has remained so humble throughout his
career - amazing!!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 5 people have provided feedback.
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